
CHAPTER 4. TARGETING

Targeting is the process of selecting targets and
matching the appropriate response to them, taking
account of operational requirements and capabili-
ties. (JP 1-02) It is conducted once the command-
er’s intent, enemy centers of gravity, and enemy
critical vulnerabilities are identified. The FSC and

the targeting team select enemy units, facilities, or
capabilities that he can least afford to lose or that
provide him with the greatest advantage. Target
subsets that must be acquired and attacked to meet
the commander’s intent and accomplish the mission
are further identified.

 SECTION I. ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONNEL

The division has the only formally structured targeting
section with personnel specifically designated for tar-
geting duties in the GCE. At regiment and below, per-
sonnel can be dedicated exclusively to targeting tasks
only if the commander requests additional personnel
or shifts individuals from their normal duties. Target-
ing at lower levels is usually done by FSCC and S-2
section personnel without augmentation, but lower in-
telligence sections may be reinforced from division
G-2 direct support teams. All fire support and intelli-
gence personnel play a role in the targeting process.

AMPHIBIOUS FORCE

Amphibious Force Intelligence Center

The amphibious force intelligence center (AFIC) is
the focal point for all intelligence collection, analy-
sis, production, and reporting. It is manned by
ground, air, and naval intelligence personnel from the
ATF and MAGTF staffs. The MAGTF representative
is the target intelligence officer (TGTINTELO). He
handles target intelligence and passes it to the SACC.
The principal MAGTF intelligence elements are the
surveillance and reconnaissance cell (SARC) and the
production and analysis (P&A) cell. Both are part of
the intelligence battalion’s intelligence operations
center (IOC).

The SARC is the primary element for supervising
MAGTF collection operations. It directs, coordinates,

and monitors intelligence collection operations and re-
porting conducted by organic, attached, and direct
support collection assets. It provides timely intelli-
gence reports to designated MAGTF elements IAW
specified intelligence reporting criteria.

The P&A cell is the primary production and analysis
element of the MAGTF. It processes collected infor-
mation and other intelligence and produces all-source
intelligence products in response to requirements of
the MAGTF. The P&A cell’s target analysis/BDA
teams focus on detailed analysis of targets identified
by the MAGTF commander, his staff, and the MSCs’
commanders which are not destined for the air task-
ing order (ATO). Target and BDA analysis and intel-
ligence support for ATO-nominated targets are
generally managed by the MAW G-2 section. The
target analysis/BDA teams provide the full range of
target development and analysis to support deliberate
and reactive targeting efforts of the MAGTF. BDA
elements also maintain the comprehensive picture of
battle damage caused to targets and prepare BDA re-
ports and assessments that support the MAGTF com-
bat assessment effort. Most intelligence personnel
assigned to target information center (TIC) opera-
tions will be sourced from the P&A cell’s target anal-
ysis/BDA teams.

See MCWP 3-31.1/ NWP 3-09.11M, Supporting Arms
in Amphibious Operations, MCWP 2-1, Intelligence
Operations, and MCWP 2-12, MAGTF Intelligence
Analysis and Production.
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Target Information Center

The TIC is located in the SACC. The primary functions
of the TIC are to keep the SACC informed of the status
of high-value targets (HVTs), high-payoff targets
(HPTs), and high priority targets, maintain liaison be-
tween the SACC and the AFIC, and prepare and main-
tain the AF target list and target bulletins. Personnel in
the TIC are the AF TGTINTELO, MAGTF target in-
formation officer (TIO), and assistants as required. The
TIC maintains coordination and liaison with the air in-
telligence officer in the tactical air control center
(TACC [afloat]) and the MAGTF FFC. The AF
TGTINTELO is under the staff cognizance of the N-2,
but works in the TIC coordinating intelligence support
to targeting. The MAGTF TIO comes from the
MAGTF FFCC. He processes target data in the SACC
and passes it to MAGTF fire support agencies ashore.
See MCWP 3-31.1/NWP 3-09.11M, Supporting Arms
in Amphibious Operations, for information on the TIC.

MAGTF COMMAND ELEMENT

Normally, targeting within the MAGTF CE is per-
formed by the FFCC targeting cell. The focus is on the
deep operation and the necessary transition to the
close operation. The MAGTF must integrate D3A
with the air targeting cycle since the MAGTF com-
mander’s primary tool for deep operations is aviation. 

Under direction of the TIO, the targeting cell, in close
coordination with TGTINTELO, helps plan future
operations by incorporating the tactical targeting
methodology of D3A with the six-step, joint targeting
cycle. (See figure 4-1.) It executes in current opera-
tions by integrating the time-driven ATO of the ACE
with event-driven needs for fires in the operation. Dur-
ing operations ashore, the MAGTF CE supports the
targeting activities of the GCE and the mission plan-
ning of the ACE by rapidly passing target data to the
GCE and ACE and by responding to their requests for
target data.

The MAGTF CE’s targeting focus is on targets in
the MAGTF commander’s area of influence. Tar-
geting is one way for the MAGTF commander to
shape the battlespace.

DIVISION TARGETING

In the division, the target information section (TIS)
serves as the division FSCC’s primary source of target
information for planning and coordinating the delivery
of fire support. Functions are oriented to the tactical
support requirements of the division and to the target
information requirements of the division FSCC. The
TIS uses intelligence provided by the TGTINTELO
(G-2 section/intelligence battalion) and the intelli-
gence officers of artillery units. The targeting process
is discussed in section II. The TIS is normally estab-
lished at the division level but may be formed at the
regimental level as required by the tactical situation.

If a TIS is not established at the regimental level, the
supporting arms representatives in the FSCC perform
the necessary target information functions. The divi-
sion TIS focuses primarily within the division’s area
of influence. Specific TIS functions are to—

l Maintain required target and situation maps.

l Maintain target data using automated methods; e.g.
target files.

Figure 4-1. Joint Targeting Cycle and D3A.
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l Consolidate, evaluate, and display target informa-
tion and intelligence.

l Recommend target classification and attack priori-
ties to the FSC as required.

l Obtain information and intelligence on the results
of attack on targets by the supporting arms from all
elements and sources.

l Coordinate all matters with MAGTF TGTINTELO
and artillery unit S-2 for target and counterfire
intelligence support.

l Maintain current lists of targets. These include
countermortar, counterbattery, and SEAD lists and
providing this information to the supporting arms
representatives and to the LF as a whole.

l Prepare and ensure dissemination of target bulletins
(TARBULs) after control of the AF target list has
been passed ashore.

TARGETING COMMITTEE

The commander needs advice from experts in many
areas. A targeting committee brings these experts
together as a matter of standard procedure. The
committee performs duties similar to those in
MCRP 3-16A, TTP for Targeting Process, for the
targeting team. The chairman is the decisionmaker
who is the commander or his designated representa-
tive. The targeting committee may include members
of the GCE, ACE, CSSE, intelligence support,

MAGTF CE, and, during amphibious operations,
ATF personnel.

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION
AND PRODUCTION ASSETS

To support targeting efforts, the collection plan must
use all available assets. Division assets are limited
(ground and light armored reconnaissance units, com-
bat patrols, weapons locating radars, etc.). The
MAGTF CE controls additional collection assets that
may support division and MAW targeting efforts
(force reconnaissance, radio battalion, UAVs, etc.).
The MAGTF CE exercises staff cognizance of the ma-
jority of the MAGTF’s intelligence production capa-
bilities. The MAGTF CE can also access external
MAGTF collection and production assets that can pro-
vide intelligence support. METT-T considerations and
the overall MAGTF concept of operations may result
in significant intelligence resources being either at-
tached to or placed in direct support of the division.
For example, for a mid-intensity conventional combat
operation where the division is the MAGTF’s main ef-
fort, the division will almost certainly get either at-
tachments or direct support from the MAGTF’s direct
support teams (DSTs), radio battalion, CI/HUMINT
company, UAV squadron’s remote receive station, and
ground sensor platoon (GSP). See MCWP 2-2, Intelli-
gence Collection, and the MCWP 2-15 Intelligence
Support Operations series for more information on
collection assets.

SECTION II. THE TARGETING PROCESS

Targeting is a continual, decisionmaking process. Com-
manders and key personnel (fire support, intelligence,
operations and planning) must understand the functions
associated with the process, be knowledgeable of the
capabilities and limitations of acquisition, target intelli-
gence development, and attack systems, and be able to
integrate them. The entire targeting process must be ful-
ly integrated into the tactical decisionmaking process. 

Targeting is an integral part of the planning process that
begins with receipt of the mission and continues through

the development and execution of the plan. It is based on
the friendly scheme of maneuver and/or tactical plan. It
includes an assessment of the weather, terrain, and the
enemy situation. This assessment then identifies those
enemy units, equipment, facilities, and terrain which
must be attacked or influenced to support the concept of
operation. Targeting and intelligence support to target-
ing include determining/deciding which targets are to be
acquired and attacked, when and how they are to be ac-
quired and attacked, and what is required to achieve the
desired effects on target. Selected HVTs and HPTs are
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also identified for deliberate follow up action and analy-
sis (combat assessment [CA]).

The targeting methodology for the GCE is decide, de-
tect, deliver, assess (D3A). Targeting must be com-
pletely integrated into the fire support planning
process. For example, the priorities established by the
commander in the decide phase are not for targeting
alone, but include his guidance for intelligence opera-
tions, fire support planning, and execution of fires.
The four phases of D3A are inherently intertwined and
overlapping. Simply put, the D3A methodology
should determine—

l What enemy capabilities, functions, formations
should be targeted whose loss to the enemy will set
conditions that contribute to the success of the
friendly course of action?

l What must we do to these targets to deny them to
the enemy?

l Have these targets been located with enough
accuracy to successfully attack them? If not, where
should we look for them? With what collection
asset? What level of production effort is required to
develop the needed target intelligence?

l When will we attack these targets? Will they be
attacked as detected? At a specific time in the
operation? Or, in a particular sequence?

l What fire support assets will we utilize to attack
these targets?

l Once attacked, how will we assess the success of
the attack to determine if we have deprived the
enemy the use of the target?

l If we do not achieve the desired effect, what is the
impact on the friendly COA? If necessary, how will
we reattack the target and evaluate effectiveness of
the reattack?

DECIDE

Intent

This phase translates commander’s intent into priori-
ties and attack guidance. As the first step in the target-
ing process, it provides the overall focus and sets
priorities for intelligence collection, production and

dissemination, and attack planning. Targeting priori-
ties must be established for each stage or critical event
of an operation. For targeting to succeed, all must un-
derstand the unit mission, commander’s intent, and the
commander’s planning guidance. The commander
bases his initial guidance on the intelligence prepara-
tion of the battlespace (IPB). IPB is the foundation for
the rest of the targeting process. It is a continuous and
systematic method for analyzing the enemy, weather,
and terrain in a geographical area. (See MCRP 2-12A,
Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield.)

Target Value Analysis

The target information officer or G-2/S-2 performs
TVA, a detailed analysis of the enemy in selected
COAs. TVA provides a relative ranking of target sets
(or categories) based on enemy characteristics: doc-
trine, tactics, equipment, organizations, and expected
behavior. It begins when the target analyst in the G-2/
S-2 places himself in the position of the enemy com-
mander. The target analyst, in coordination with other
staff members, wargames friendly COAs and analyzes
their impact on enemy operations and likely responses.
Wargaming finalizes individual staff estimates. It
identifies HVTs in priority of assets that the enemy
commander needs to successfully complete a specific
COA. It also identifies HPTs (derived from HVTs),
whose loss to the enemy will contribute to the success
of the friendly COA. See MCRP 3-16A/FM 6-20-10,
chapter 2.

Products

Products from the decide function are incorporated in-
to the fire support annex of the OPORD.

Target Acquisition Taskings

Target acquisition (TA) assets that belong to fire sup-
port agencies; e.g., radar or FOs are incorporated into
the collection plan to contribute to target information.

High-Payoff Target List

A high-payoff target list (HPTL) is the prioritized list of
HPTs established and used by targeting personnel and
FSCCs to develop the attack guidance matrix (AGM).
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Attack Guidance Matrix

The AGM is a document that tells how, when, and to
what effect an HPT will be engaged. The AGM is in-
corporated into the maneuver and fire support plans. It
is the commander’s attack guidance and is designed to
support his plan. An AGM that supports the division
commander’s plan may not support a regiment or bat-
talion commander’s plan. One AGM rarely supports
the needs of an entire force and may differ between the
various levels of command.

Targeting Selection Standards

TSS establishes criteria to distinguish between known
targets and suspected targets based on the attack sys-
tem’s target location error (TLE) requirements, size
and status of enemy activity, and timeliness of infor-
mation. TSSs and TLEs are used by FSCCs and attack
assets to help plan and direct supporting intelligence
requirements/operations and to quickly identify targets
for attack and confirmation.

Requirements for
Battle Damage Assessment

The commander may specify targets of a critical na-
ture that require immediate BDA to determine effects
and support rapid CA. Requirements will be incorpo-
rated into the collection plan and may be classified as
commander’s priority intelligence requirements (PIR).
When possible, fire support organizations provide ini-
tial BDA to the FSC and the supporting intelligence
officer on targets attacked. 

DETECT

This phase is designed to validate known and suspect-
ed HPTs based on guidance from the decide phase, as
well as locate and identify new targets that meet HPT
criteria. Detecting is accomplished by executing the
intelligence operation plan. Target acquisition assets
are tasked to collect information for target analysis
and production. Intelligence collectors focus on the
relevant characteristics of the intelligence operation
plan and FSC-provided targeting information require-
ments (IRs) and TSS. Target priorities from the decide

phase expedite processing of information and the rapid
production of tailored, pertinent intelligence products
to support targeting. Products are actual targets and
suspected targets.

The G-2/S-2 is the primary staff officer who executes
the intelligence operation plan and validates the over-
all effectiveness of intelligence support to targeting.
The commander’s priority intelligence requirements
(PIRs) drive intelligence collection, production, and
dissemination plans and should incorporate fire sup-
port targeting requirements. The G-2/S-2 must work
closely with the FSC to determine target location error
(TLE) and dwell time requirements for collection sys-
tems to produce valid targets. This should result in
clear, concise taskings to target acquisition assets. As
information is collected and intelligence produced, it
is disseminated by intelligence personnel to the TIS in
accordance with current intelligence reporting criteria.
Targets acquired or developed that are specified for at-
tack are passed to the FSCC to engage under the attack
guidance matrix. Suspected targets are forwarded to
the FSCC for tracking and correlation with other infor-
mation for target development.

A MAGTF has a wide variety of assets available to de-
tect and identify targets; e.g., national intelligence col-
lection assets like satellite photography or a squad
leader’s shelling report (SHELREP).

In order to access multiple assets, the FSC works
closely with the G-2/S-2. The G-2/S-2 requests sup-
port from collection resources at higher levels of
command. Following the guidance in the decide
phase, the G-2/S-2 will exercise staff cognizance
from MAGTF and supporting units with intelligence
collection and production capabilities that normally
employ in general support. C2 management is exe-
cuted via the intelligence battalion commander in his
role as the G-2/S-2’s intelligence support coordinator
(ISC). Sources of information include—

l Communications collection and direction finding
(radio battalion and the VMAQ squadrons).

l Visual reconnaissance (ground reconnaissance
elements and LAR elements).

l Videotape and handheld imagery (primarily UAV
squadrons, but also the HML/A squadrons, ground
reconnaissance units, and LAR battalion).
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l Multi-sensor imagery (UAV squadron and F/A-18D
squadron).

l Electronic reconnaissance (EA-6B squadrons).
l Ground remote sensors (intelligence battalion’s

ground sensor platoon).
l Visual ground reconnaissance (division and force

reconnaissance units).
l Prisoner of war interrogation (interrogation platoon,

intelligence battalion).
l Pilot debriefs (conducted by the ACE G-2).

Other MAGTF target acquisition assets are found at
battalion level and below (LAR battalion, artillery
FOs, NGF spot teams, and the scout/sniper platoon).
The primary mission of these assets is to support
their parent units. The bulk of their effort is with
planned targets or targets of opportunity. Essential
target information for reporting acquired targets
consists of the reporting unit; time of acquisition;
target location, size, and activity; TLE; dwell time;
and stationary or moving status. The FSCC can de-
velop targets in zone by monitoring calls for fire,
CAS requests, and counter battery radar reports.

DELIVER

The objective of this phase is executing attack guid-
ance on targets in support of the commander’s plan.
The key to the deliver phase is well-established proce-
dures for execution, prior coordination, and rehearsals.

The deliver phase is comprised of a set of tactical
and technical engagement solutions. The MAGTF
relies on a decisionmaker, i.e., the staff/watch offic-
er at the detecting fire support agency, to exercise
his authority in attacking targets. His tactical deci-
sion is based on the AGM and the current situation.
If he decides not to attack but to track a target, it is
passed back to the TIS.

After targets are identified by the FSCC, determin-
ing when and how to attack a target is made consid-
ering attack resources available, their capabilities,
desired effects, and rules of engagement (ROE).
This refined analysis produces the following tactical
decisions: time of attack, desired effect, and the at-
tack system to use. Another important decision is

employing combined arms to attack certain targets,
including lethal and nonlethal fires. Any remaining
coordination with higher, lower, adjacent units, or
other Services is done at this time.

Once tactical decisions are made, the target is passed
to the selected supporting arm for technical attack de-
cisions; e.g., the unit to conduct the attack, number
and type of munitions, and response time. The sup-
porting arm’s ability to respond based on range, time
on station, available munitions, and reaction time can-
not be assumed but are functions of the prior coordina-
tion and the current tactical situation.

The extent of the deliver phase depends on time
available, the type of target, and attack guidance.
Targets attacked immediately are prioritized in ac-
cordance with attack guidance. A time sensitive tar-
get (moving or short dwell time) may need tracking
if it is not attacked within the appropriate response
time. Planned targets may be attacked individually
or incorporated into the appropriate asset fire plan;
e.g., ATO or schedule of fires. When time is avail-
able, a thorough analysis is conducted for detailed
consideration of targets. In targeting for amphibious
operations, particularly pre D-day, the final deci-
sion on the attack of targets may be made at the AF
level. At lower levels, the authority to decide to at-
tack is normally decentralized because of the need
for responsiveness. When time is limited, the pro-
cess may be greatly abbreviated.

ASSESS

The CA reveals if the commander’s guidance is met
and determines the overall effectiveness of force
employment. In the decide phase, the commander
designated critical targets that required immediate
BDA and the type of surveillance desired. G-2/S-2
and fire support planners identified how damage as-
sessment was collected, considering limited assets
and continued requirements for the detect phase.
The degree of reliability and credibility of BDA de-
pends largely on enemy targets and their operations,
MAGTF collection resources, and the scope of in-
telligence analysis and production needed to pro-
duce the required intelligence. BDA, when analyzed
with an assessment of the effectiveness of the attack
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tactics, weapon systems, munitions, fusing and de-
livery systems—munitions effects assessment
(MEA)—leads to recommendations for reattack,
further target selection or modifying commander’s
guidance. Collectively, BDA, MEA, and reattack
recommendations (RR) comprise CA. (See figure 4-
2.) Also see MCWP 2-12, MAGTF Intelligence Pro-
duction and Analysis, for more information on BDA
capabilities and operations.

Employment of fire support assets for reattack is co-
ordinated the same way as employment of TA assets
for detection. This is most easily done when assess-
ment is planned, coordinated, and, when possible,
executed concurrently with the attack. At lower lev-
els, specific targets may be designated for assess-
ment. When the attack of a target is controlled and
observed by an FO, FAC, NGF spotter, or any other
observer, separate tasking for assessment is usually
not necessary. When active assessment is not possi-
ble, other measures can be used to assess effects on
a target. For example, if an artillery battery were to
be attacked, the appropriate measure of a successful
attack might be terminating firing by the target. If a
target is so important that destroying or neutralizing
it must be confirmed before a planned course of ac-
tion can be initiated or continued, then positive as-
sessment must be made.

Battle Damage Assessment

BDA is the timely and accurate estimate of damage
resulting from the application of military force, le-
thal or nonlethal, against a target. It is primarily an
intelligence responsibility, however, at the tactical
level, BDA provides commanders a snapshot of tar-
geting effectiveness and enemy status. In the target-
ing process, BDA helps to determine the effects of
our attacks and other force employment on the ene-
my and if reattack of a target is necessary. It may
take many forms, including number of casualties,
damage to equipment, target reaction to the attack
or deception efforts. BDA consists of three ele-
ments: physical damage assessment, functional
damage assessment, and target system assessment.

Phase I - Physical Damage

Phase I is the quantitative extent of physical damage
through munitions blast, fragmentation, and/or fire
damage effects to a target. This assessment is based
on the most immediately available data. Typically,
data originates from operational forces that cannot
conduct detailed observation of weapons effects be-
cause they are engaged with enemy forces. Thus,
initial phase I analysis may consist of nothing more
than a “hit” or “no-hit” call provided by the shooter.

Phase II - Functional Damage

A functional damage assessment (FDA) is built on
phase I reports as well as all-source intelligence col-
lected and developed from assets at all levels. FDA
at a minimum will describe the estimated effect of
attacks and other force employment on the target’s
ability to perform its intended mission. It may also
include an estimate of the time required for the ene-
my to reconstitute or replace the target functions de-
stroyed or degraded. Tactical units provide input to
their intelligence sections to support phase II analy-
sis, which is usually conducted at the MAGTF,
component or theater level.

Phase III - Target System

Target system assessment is a broad assessment of
the impact and effectiveness of all types of attacks

Figure 4-2. Combat Assessment Process.
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and other employment of forces against an entire
target system’s capability; e.g., an enemy’s inte-
grated air defense system (IADS). Target system
assessment is conducted by theater and national
level intelligence agencies.

Munitions Effects Assessment

Conducted concurrently and interactively with BDA, this
is an assessment of the weapon system and the munitions
employed to determine and recommend any required
changes to the methods, tactics, weapon system, muni-
tions, fusing or delivery parameters to increase effective-

ness. At the tactical level, fire support planners make this
assessment by comparing expected results from tactical
and technical decisions made during the deliver phase
with BDA.

Reattack Recommendations

Based on BDA and MEA, the FSC and G-2/S-2 advise
the commander on reattack of targets and further tar-
get selection to achieve his objectives. Reattack rec-
ommendations consider objective achievement, target
and aim point selection, attack timing, tactics, and
weapon system and munitions selection.

SECTION III. RECORDING TARGET DATA

Automated information systems have had a significant
impact on recording target data. Recording target data
consists of recording potential targets, developing tar-
gets, sharing target information, graphically represent-
ing targets on overlays, and maintaining target files. 

TARGET NUMBERING

All FSCs are involved in target numbering. A target
numbering system provides a common reference,
avoids duplication in assigning numbers, and identi-
fies the target originator. Target numbers are assigned
by the planner on planned targets or targets of oppor-
tunity that retain tactical significance even after they
have been attacked. A good indication that a target of
opportunity has tactical significance is if the FO or
spotter controlling the mission requests that the target
be recorded when he ends the mission.

MAGTF units use the Marine Corps target numbering
system. It incorporates the NATO and ABCA armies’
standardization agreements AArty P-1, Artillery Pro-
cedures, and QSTAG 221, Target Numbering System.
The intent of the Marine Corps target numbering sys-
tem is to eliminate the need to revise the target num-
bering system during mobilization or when working
with non-USMC units. The system provides the maxi-
mum target number availability for allocation to units
to minimize the frequency for reuse of numbers. Any

changes to the numbering scheme will come from the
senior commander of the MAGTF or joint task force
(JTF). See appendix L.

Another target numbering system used in joint targeting
that FSC’s should be aware of is the basic encyclopedia
(BE) number and unit identification number system.
This compendium of installation and unit intelligence
taken from the modernized integrated data base
(MIDB) is the most inclusive of all lists. BE numbers
describe every identified installation with an active
function or of valid interest to intelligence agencies,
particularly to the operational staffs of the Unified
Commands. The BE contains data on the identification,
location, and function of each installation. It is used to
select potential fixed targets for employing ground, sea
or air weapons or to identify installations to be withheld
from attack, such as public utilities and hospitals. The
BE lists installations in Eurasia, Western Europe, Latin
America and the Atlantic, Middle East and Africa, and
Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific. Numbers are
assigned primarily by the Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA). The unit identification number is the only
unique identifier of a mobile unit or target. Once estab-
lished, it is never changed or reused, even if a unit in a
national force changes its subordination or location.

The unit identification number is a list of mobile targets
and fielded forces and is comprised of ten alphanumeric
characters that include the code of the originating agen-
cy (who created the record), the order of battle type, the
allegiance of the unit, and an accession number. Unit
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identification numbers help intelligence analysts keep
track of the enemy order of battle. The discrete refer-
ence number used to record targets depends on the level
of command within the MAGTF, automated informa-
tion system being used, and local theater procedures.
For more information on MIDB, see MCWP 2-12. 

TARGET LIST

A target list consists of targets maintained and promul-
gated by the senior echelon of command; it contains
those targets that are to be engaged by supporting
arms, as distinguished from a “list of targets” that may
be maintained by any echelon as confirmed, suspect-
ed, or possible targets for informational and planning
purposes (JP 1-02). The target list is maintained in the
automated target file or printed form. There should be
only one target list in an operation.

MAGTF Target List

When an ATF target list or JTL is not published, the
MAGTF CE may establish a MAGTF target list. The
published list contains those targets that supporting
arms of the ACE, GCE, and other assets available to
the MAGTF are to engage as well as those submitted
to higher joint headquarters for attack.

Target Bulletins

The commander who maintains the ATF target list
keeps other interested commanders informed of all list
changes by information messages called target bulle-
tins (TARBULs). As new targets are discovered and
BDA on known targets is produced, this information
and intelligence is disseminated.

The TARBUL is promulgated over the most expedi-
tious means of communications using a standard mes-
sage format. TARBULs are numbered consecutively
during an operation. The first TARBUL issued by the
responsible commander is labeled as “TARBUL Num-
ber One;” the last TARBUL issued by that commander

is annotated as “Final Bulletin.” The same procedure
is used each time the target list is transferred from one
commander to another. The format is as follows:

l Serial Number of Bulletin.

l New Targets.

l Targets Destroyed.

l Targets Damaged/Percentage.

l Canceled Targets.

l Reactivated Targets.

TARBUL distribution depends on task force size and
composition. It is normally distributed to all interested
commanders of higher, adjacent, and lower echelons
of the AF by the commander responsible for the AF
target list. It is distributed to AF elements as designat-
ed. They use the TARBUL to update their lists of tar-
gets and target files.

LF elements must report to the MAGTF the location
and description of newly acquired targets appropriate
for inclusion on the AF target list, the results of attacks
on targets listed on the AF target list, and those listed
targets that have been overrun. The target report
(TAREP) is used to pass target data. The TIO, in coop-
eration with the TGTINTELO, evaluates and consoli-
dates reports of target information and intelligence and
prepares TARBULs for approval and release.

Joint Target List

The joint force commander (JFC), usually through the
joint targeting coordination board (JTCB), prepares a
joint target list (JTL) and a joint integrated prioritized
target list (JIPTL). The JTL is the master target list
that supports the JFC’s objectives, guidance, intent,
and courses of action. In wartime, the operation plan
(OPLAN) JTL annex is updated and serves as an ini-
tial list of campaign targets. See JP 3-60, Joint Target-
ing, for further explanation.

The JTL is not a prioritized list of targets. It lists prior-
itized target categories like C2, airfields, or lines of
communications. When directed by the JFC, the JTL
is updated daily or as required via target information
report (TGTINFOREP) messages from components. 
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Joint doctrine employs a JIPTL for prioritizing specific
targets from the JTL. Prioritization refers to a target’s
relative importance and significance within a specific
target system and to other targets. Prioritization does
not necessarily denote operational sequencing. 

TARGETING BOARDS

The highest echelon of command is responsible for
maintaining the target list. At that level, the targeting
committee hosts a targeting board. The board assesses
targeting effectiveness and updates priorities and the
target list. Its basic process inputs subordinates’ rec-
ommendations from target lists. It considers them with
the commander’s guidance and priorities, and produc-
es a prioritized target list. 

Lower echelons, although without a dedicated target-
ing staff, should hold targeting meetings. Meetings are
informally held by the XO with the S-2, S-3, and FSC
to ensure targets address the commander’s desires and
have been incorporated into the fire support and R&S
collection plans. It is not a separate function and
should be in conjunction with the planning process.

If time permits, conducting a targeting board should in-
clude an intelligence update on the enemy situation, col-
lection and productions plans, and expected enemy
courses of action. Operation updates include require-
ments from higher echelons, changes to commander’s
guidance, and review of current operations and avail-
able assets. The FSC reviews current attack guidance
and recommends changes. The target list itself is main-
tained by assessing targets that have been attacked, can-
celing targets, reactivating targets, and nominating new
ones. Targets planned by subordinate echelons may be
nominated for inclusion on the target list. Such targets
must be considered as significant to the MAGTF, AF or
JTF. The MAGTF targeting board evaluates these tar-
gets for inclusion on the target list. In amphibious or
joint operations, the MAGTF makes appropriate recom-
mendations to the AF or JTF.

TARGET FILES

A target file consists of the target list, confirmed and
suspected targets, targets planned to support maneu-

ver, and target information. Automated information
systems enable target files to be maintained at differ-
ent echelons and share appropriate common informa-
tion with subordinate, adjacent, and higher levels. The
target file is not the target list nor a single list of tar-
gets. It is a unit’s data base that performs two func-
tions: it uses the target file to make nominations to the
targeting board that controls the target list, and it
maintains its own lists of targets. The division target
processing center (TPC), or highest level S-2, is the
clearing house for all target information gathered at
lower levels.

File Production

The initial target file may consist only of targets gath-
ered from national assets or a DIA data base. The tar-
get file increases as fire support planners at battalion
and company levels nominate targets to support ma-
neuver. As intelligence collection and production
plans are executed at different levels, target acquisi-
tion assets contribute target information, which builds
the file.

Target information includes target descriptions and
sizes, target locations in grid coordinates or polar di-
rection, date-time groups, and report values (RV), the
radial error associated with the type of observer (simi-
lar to TLE). Criteria for processing target information
and intelligence are established based on the HPTL,
TSS, and targeted areas of interest (TAIs), named ar-
eas of interest (NAIs), and current intelligence report-
ing criteria. Target information and intelligence that
meet established standards becomes a target while
other information and intelligence may be used to de-
velop a target based on the similarities, proximity, dif-
ferences in report time, and tactical significance when
correlated with other reports.

File Maintenance

Although automated information systems have expan-
sive memory for maintaining information, they can be
degraded when inundated with excessive information.
Maintaining target files according to the following
principles keeps information current, common, and re-
sponsive to the using units.

Targets are maintained by their originating organiza-
tion; e.g.; a regiment target that is in a subordinate
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battalions’ target files is only updated/canceled by
the originator (regiment) of the target. The regiment
is responsible for notifying all users of any change in
the target’s status.

Units with targets in their area of operations but origi-
nating elsewhere should make recommendations on
the maintenance of those targets.

Units with targets in their area of interest but originat-
ing elsewhere may make recommendations on the
maintenance of those targets.

Considerations for file maintenance include—

l Targets destroyed by friendly forces.
l Targets overrun by advancing elements.
l Targets that have a high mobility factor and are not

attacked within a set time period.
l Targets attacked that show no activity within a set

period of time.
l Target information files combined into a target.
l Changes in requirements for target information.

Specific criteria for file maintenance are as established
in unit SOPs and may be modified depending on the
current tactical situation and tempo of operations.

LIST OF TARGETS

A list of targets may be maintained at any echelon as
confirmed, suspected or likely targets that are of par-
ticular concern to their operations. The list contains
targets for planning and informational purposes. Tar-
gets on the list may or may not be engaged. An infor-
mal company list may even contain essential target
reference points (TRPs). A list may be maintained for
a specific target type; e.g., counterfire, SEAD. The list
of targets is independent from the target list, but both
may be contained in the same target file.

Format

There is no standard format for such lists, but normally
they are constructed based on search criteria entered in
the automated information system. At company levels
they are often maintained on a target list worksheet.

The information recorded normally contains, at a min-
imum, the target number, target location, description,
and any amplifying remarks. An example of a target
list worksheet is in appendix L.

Processing

A list of targets may be prepared and maintained at
any echelon. Targets included may be derived from
several sources; e.g., the GCE target file, fire planning,
battlefield intelligence, etc. Each FSCC should main-
tain a named target list, which is actually a list of tar-
gets that can be used for various purposes. Subordinate
FSCC’s should send their list of targets to the senior
FSCC anytime it changes. Senior FSCC’s should
merge their subordinate’s lists of targets, resolve du-
plication, and republish the target list to their subordi-
nates based on unit SOP or commander’s guidance.

The originating unit maintains a copy of the list of tar-
gets for its use, forwards a copy to the supporting arms
units, and submits a copy to the next higher echelon.
This may be done electronically. Because the same
target may have been planned by more than one unit,
the possibility exists for a target to be assigned two
target numbers. A fire mission on a target with two tar-
get numbers will cause confusion and must be avoid-
ed. Thus, the higher echelon compares the list with
lists submitted by other units and eliminates duplica-
tions. Duplications are remedied by the higher echelon
deciding on a single target number for the target, and
making appropriate notifications to affected units; e.g.,
originating units, supporting arms units.

As each step up the ladder is completed, it should even-
tually reach the MAGTF CE. The MAGTF FFCC
should merge all subordinate FSCC’s lists of targets in-
to one MAGTF target list for a given 24-hour period if
the MAGTF is not engaged in amphibious operations.
If the MAGTF is engaged in amphibious operations
then the SACC will develop this list. This will give all
supporting commands a common target list in the form
of the AF target list. 

Maintenance

Lists of targets must be kept current to be useful. Tar-
gets that have been attacked and meet the commander’s
guidance are no longer viable and should be removed
to decrease the amount of targets that must be tracked
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by operators and staffs. The same principles for file
maintenance apply to lists of targets. Additions are
made as new targets are identified or planned. Fielding
of automated information systems and the quick pas-
sage of information through the LAN, EPLRS, and
SCR can aid in rapidly modifying and disseminating
lists of targets to higher and lower elements.

The headquarters that designated and planned the tar-
get to be attacked is responsible for determining if a
target is to be deleted or maintained. During the plan-
ning process, certain criteria need to be developed as
to when a target should be deleted.   Since targets may
be mobile, target location may only be viable for a
short time. Should this time be exceeded, modify or
delete the target.

Target location is a large determination as to its rele-
vance. Is it behind the FLOT? Do we expect to need
it? Is it on terrain that is no longer key terrain? 

The nature of the target needs to be determined. Has
the target been attacked? Have the attacks met the
commander’s guidance? Is the target still of value to
the commander?

Using AFATDS, a mission-fired report (MFR) is gen-
erated by the first AFATDS that receives the informa-
tion when a mission ends. This MFR contains the
BDA data and who fired the mission. Depending on
the automatic message routing parameters set-up, it is
then sent to subordinate and higher units to provide the
status of the target. 

Currently AFATDS cannot delete or change a target
and automatically update the list of targets in higher
and subordinate units’ databases. There are several
methods to disseminate changes to lists of targets.

Plain Text Message

The headquarters responsible for the target sends a
plain text message (PTM) listing all deleted and added
targets. This is similar to an electronic TARBUL. The
units receive this message and make adjustments to
the list of targets in question.

Named Target List

The headquarters develops a new named target list
with deletions, additions, and changes incorporated.
This list is distributed to higher and subordinate ele-
ments along with a PTM to delete the old target list
and institute the new one.

TARGET MAP OVERLAY

The target map is maintained to provide a visual dis-
play of targets appropriate for attack by supporting
arms. FSCMs should be readily accessible for use with
the target map. Some targets posted on the target map
are targets—

l In the unit’s zone of action that can interfere with
the concept of operations.

l That are not in the unit’s area of operation but can
interfere with the concept of operations.

l That are not immediately important but may
become important to the concept of operations.

Maintenance

FSCCs and FDCs maintain targets on an overlay. The
overlay is a supplement to the target file. Planned tar-
gets, such as known or suspected targets, capable of
interfering with the commander’s scheme of maneuver
are plotted. These targets are derived from the fire sup-
port plan, the target list, and the unit’s list of targets.
The target overlay is used as a tool to resolve duplica-
tion of targets, to integrate the scheme of maneuver
with the plan of supporting fires, and to determine the
most appropriate unit to engage the target. Target
overlays are maintained by FOs and spotters with only
essential information for rapid referral for the attack of
planned targets.

Standard Procedures for
Annotating Maps and Overlays

Known or suspected targets are plotted using standard
map symbols, indicating the date-time group of the
initial sighting. See appendix L.
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Targets reported as destroyed are so indicated by plac-
ing an X through the target symbol. Those targets par-
tially destroyed are indicated by a single line through
the target and the percentage of damage, if reportable,
along the side. Significant enemy contact is noted by
the use of a red circle at the location of the contact.
Amplifying remarks are recorded. Friendly and enemy
symbology used on these products and displays will be
in accordance with MIL-STD-2525B, Common Warf-
ighting Symbology, and MCRP 5-12A, Operational
Terms and Graphics.

TARGET/OBJECTIVE STUDIES

IPB affects the targeting process through the evalua-
tion of terrain, weather, and the association of threat
forces at specific times and locations within the bat-
tlespace. NAIs and TAIs are identified. HVTs and
HPTs are derived and a list of targets is submitted for
consideration. Once the commander has approved a
target, intelligence sections develop target/objective
studies to support mission planning. Target/objective
studies are focused, detailed intelligence products that
aid in applying fires or the maneuver of forces against
a specific target set or area. These studies can also be

used by smaller MAGTFs and units, such as a
MEU(SOC), for mission preparation and execution.

Target/objective studies are graphically oriented and
may use many of the graphics derived during the IPB
process. One such product is a target folder or file de-
scribed on page 4-10. The folder may contain the fol-
lowing information depending on the specific mission:

l Orientation graphic.
l Time-distance graphic. 
l Weather forecast.
l Hydrographic forecast and astronomical data.
l Intelligence briefing notes for mission.
l Graphic INTSUM.
l Objective area graphic enhancements:

n Orientation graphic (10 to 20 kilometers around
objective or as specified in unit SOP).

n Mission planning graphic (5 kilometers around
objective or as specified in unit SOP).

n Objective area graphics.
l Objective area imagery.
l Imagery and graphics of insertion points and targets.
l SERE plan.
l Challenge and reply passwords.
l Mission-specific data as required.

SECTION IV. TARGETING CHECKLIST

Specific considerations for the FSC during the target-
ing process help the fire support planning process by
identifying concerns within the framework of the D3A
targeting methodology.

The commander’s planning guidance and intent are
critical to facilitate effective targeting.

DECIDE

What HVTs have been nominated as HPTs?

What are the desired effects for each HPT?

When do we attack each HPT?

How do we attack each HPT?

Are there any restrictions or constraints from higher
authority or under international law?

Which HPTs require BDA?

What are the applicable rules of engagement (ROE)?
Are streamlined clearance procedures present to en-
sure responsive fires and force protection?

What targeting assets (organic, attached, and support-
ing) are available to detect and attack HPTs?

What detect, deliver, and assess support is needed
from higher headquarters?
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When must requests to higher headquarters be submit-
ted to obtain the support?

What detect, deliver, and assess support is required
from subordinate units? When is reinforcing required?

What detect, deliver, and assess support requests have
been received from subordinate units and what has
been done with them?

Has the AGM been synchronized with the decision
support template and maneuver and fire support plans?

Is a common datum in use among all concerned units?
If not, are procedures in place to correct differences? 

DETECT

Are HPTs incorporated in CCIRs?

What accuracy, timeliness, and validity standards; i.e.,
TSS are in effect for detection and delivery systems?

Are all target acquisition assets fully used?

Have responsibilities been assigned to the appropriate
unit for detecting each HPT?

Have verification procedures using backup systems
been established where necessary?

Are target acquisition and BDA requirements distribut-
ed properly among systems that can accomplish both?

DELIVER

Have communications links and any necessary proce-
dures been established among the detection systems,
the decisionmaker, and the delivery systems?

Have responsibilities been assigned to the appropriate
unit for the attack of each HPT?

Has a backup attack system been identified for critical
HPTs should the primary system be unavailable at the
time the HPT is verified?

Have FSCMs and clearance procedures been estab-
lished for firing across boundaries?

Have coordination procedures been established with
other components for firing beyond the FSCL?

Have potential fratricide situations been identified and
procedures established to positively control each po-
tential situation?

Have responsibilities been assigned to the appropriate
unit for providing BDA on specified HPTs?

What are the procedures to update the HPT list and
synchronize the AGM and decision support template if
it becomes necessary to change the scheme of maneu-
ver and fire support as the tactical situation changes?

ASSESS

Are the assessment assets linked to specific HPTs?
Are they still available?

Have assessment asset operators been notified of the
attack of a target requiring assessment?

Have assessment asset operators been updated as to
the actual target location?

Has all coordination for the assessment mission, par-
ticularly airborne assets, been accomplished?

Is the mission underway?

Has information from the mission been delivered to
the appropriate unit for evaluation?

Has the targeting team reviewed the results of the at-
tack to determine reattack requirements?


